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Fernandez v. lVilki nson (DKan 1980) .5-26" 

~~~ 
~ .. . /1';' v. 11u.u. /61 

( I ''iLc.~) 
Plaintiff was being indefinitely detained as part of the 

freedom flotilla from Cuba , along with many other Cubans. 

Holding? That international law prohibits such indefinite 

detainment. 

What are the court ' s sources of law? Customary law. 

Found in UN Charter, Declaration of HR, American ~ 

Convention on HR, a ?" European Convention on HR, and 

the Int ' l Covenant on Civil and political Rights. 5-28 . 

Discuss. Are they binding on the united states? In whole? 

In part? How do we know which parts are? What is the 
• 

specific holding in this case? 5 - 30L~-- Indef±nite detentions 

are inherently unlawful 

On what basis does the 10th Circuit affirm? Looks 

more at the statutory and con'l provisions, but interprets 

them in light of international law, which clearly prohibits 

arbitrary imprisonment. 5-31. citing the Universal 

Declaration of ~ and the American Convention . 

In what other cases have we seen the court use the 

universal Declaration? Filartega at 2- 30, saying the 

prohibition against torture h as become "part of customa ry 

international law" 2-30L!q Compare that to the court's 

quote from Bilder and Ammoun on 5-28 L/R 

What other sources does the Kansas court use? Quotes 

directly from the Int'l Cov . on C&P on 5-29L, looks at 

us Congressional and executive sources, 5- 29L/R and 

also looks at decisions in foreign national courts. 

5-29RB. 
Persuasive result? How can it be used in other contexts? 
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